The Wheely Big Cycle route map

Day 1: 20 June

Start: KPMG in Aberdeen
End: Dundee
Miles to end: 71
Climb to end: 3350
Overall difficulty: Intermediate
Mid point drop off: Montrose
Miles to mid point: 41
Climb to mid point: 2050
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

Starting in the Granite City of Aberdeen you will pass through the former fishing town of Stonehaven before crossing the Esk river at the harbour town of Montrose before heading inland across the Fife countryside and your final destination of Dundee.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 2: 21 June

Start: Dundee
End: KPMG in Glasgow
Miles to end: 91
Climb to end: 3605
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: Kinross
Miles to mid point: 33
Climb to mid point: 1940
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

Beginning in Scotland’s 4th largest City of Dundee, you will head down the Forth of Tay to the Historic City of Perth, before heading across the Ochill Hills, crossing the River Forth at Kincardine before making your way to the finish in the former European Capital of Culture, Glasgow.

Click here to view detailed route map
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Day 3: 22 June

Start: KPMG in Glasgow
End: Galashiels
Miles to end: 78
Climb to end: 3805
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: KPMG in Edinburgh
Miles to mid point: 45
Climb to mid point: 1608
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

Leaving through the East of Glasgow you will soon enter West Lothian passing through Bathgate the birth place of Dr Who David Tennant, before arriving at KPMG in the shadow of Edinburgh Castle, you will then start the climb into the Cheviot Hills before finishing in Galashiels.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 4: 23 June

Start: Galashiels
End: KPMG in Newcastle
Miles to end: 80
Climb to end: 4785
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: Jedburgh
Miles to mid point: 19
Climb to mid point: 1134
Difficulty to mid point: Beginner

Climbing the Cheviot Hills you will first pass through Jedburgh with its historic abbey, before climbing to the summit of the Carter Bar and passing into England. A journey through Northumberland passing Kielder Forest, before arriving at the historic Newcastle Quayside.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 5: 24 June

Start: KPMG in Newcastle
End: KPMG in Leeds
Miles to end: 101
Climb to end: 4426
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: Northallerton
Miles to mid point: 53
Climb to mid point: 2443
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

Crossing the River Tyne into Gateshead passing the Tate Gallery and Sage you will quickly pass into County Durham crossing the rivers Wear and Tees, before arriving in the Yorkshire Market Town of Northallerton, before riding through North Yorkshire to Leeds.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 6: 25 June

Start: KPMG in Leeds
End: Leyland
Miles to end: 68
Climb to end: 5475
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: Burnley
Miles to mid point: 39
Climb to mid point: 3184
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

Leaving Leeds to the West crossing the Pennines to the Lancashire mill town of Burnley, you will then travel through the heart of Lancashire to the former heart of Lancashire vehicle manufacture in Leyland.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 7: 26 June

Start
Leyland

End
KPMG in Manchester

Miles to end
68

Climb to end
1479

Overall difficulty
Intermediate

Mid point drop off
KPMG Liverpool

Miles to mid point
29

Climb to mid point
839

Difficulty to mid point
Beginner

You will arrive at Liverpool and its famous docks before leaving the city to the south and crossing the River Mersey and heading through Lymm and South Manchester before arriving in the heart of the city.

Click here to view detailed route map
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Day 8: 27 June

Start
KPMG in Manchester

End
KPMG in Nottingham

Miles to end
81

Climb to end
5385

Overall difficulty
Advanced

Mid point drop off
Ashbourne

Miles to mid point
50

Climb to mid point
3549

Difficulty to mid point
Advanced

Leaving the centre of Manchester you will ride into Cheshire passing the home of the Lancaster Bomber in Woodford, before rising into the magnificent Peak District passing the highest pub in England at the Cat and Fiddle, after which its a gentle descent into the market town of Ashbourne and onwards to Nottingham.

Click here to view detailed route map
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Day 9: 28 June

Start | KPMG in Nottingham
End | KPMG in Birmingham
Miles to end | 59
Climb to end | 2113
Overall difficulty | Intermediate
Mid point drop off | Burton-Upon-Trent
Miles to mid point | 30
Climb to mid point | 933
Difficulty to mid point | Beginner

Leaving Nottingham through the River Trent valley you will first arrive in Burton Upon Trent famous for its breweries, before riding through the West Midlands to England’s second city of Birmingham.

Click here to view detailed route map
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Day 10: 29 June

Start
KPMG in Birmingham

End
KPMG in Milton Keynes

Miles to end
73

Climb to end
3554

Overall difficulty
Intermediate

Mid point drop off
Daventry

Miles to mid point
43

Climb to mid point
1591

Difficulty to mid point
Intermediate

From Birmingham you will travel to the South of Coventry and onwards to the market town of Daventry and onwards across Northamptonshire to Milton Keynes.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 11: 30 June

Start: KPMG in Milton Keynes
End: Thetford
Miles to end: 88
Climb to end: 2347
Overall difficulty: Intermediate
Mid point drop off: KPMG in Cambridge
Miles to mid point: 50
Climb to mid point: 1117
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

After leaving the new town of Milton Keynes you will pass through the county town of Bedford and the market town of Sandy before arriving in Cambridge. Onwards through the home of horse racing at Newmarket before ending in the market town of Thetford.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 12: 1 July

Start: Thetford
End: Bury St Edmunds
Miles to end: 77
Climb to end: 2348
Overall difficulty: Intermediate
Mid point drop off: KPMG in Norwich
Miles to mid point: 33
Climb to mid point: 1077
Difficulty to mid point: Beginner

A loop to Norwich and then a ride through Norfolk and Suffolk to Bury St Edmonds and its impressive abbey.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 13: 2 July

Start
Bury St Edmunds

End
Hertford

Miles to end
57

Climb to end
2875

Overall difficulty
Intermediate

Mid point drop off
No Convenient mid point drop off

The penultimate day sees the ride take in the Suffolk, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire countryside before arriving in Hertford with its Norman castle and abbey.
Day 14: 3 July

Start: Hertford
End: KPMG in Canary Wharf
Miles to end: 28
Climb to end: 1125
Overall difficulty: Beginner
Mid point drop off: No Convenient mid point drop off

The final day through North London and passing by the NSPCC offices before the grand finale in Canary Wharf.

Click here to view detailed route map
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Day 1: 27 June

Start: KPMG in Plymouth
End: Taunton
Miles to end: 73
Climb to end: 5851
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: Exeter
Miles to mid point: 41
Climb to mid point: 4105
Difficulty to mid point: Advanced

Climbing from Plymouth across the magnificent Dartmoor National Park, you will arrive in Exeter famous for its Roman heritage, before arriving in Somerset and Taunton.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 2: 28 June

Start: Taunton
End: KPMG in Cardiff
Miles to end: 93
Climb to end: 2868
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: KPMG in Bristol
Miles to mid point: 45
Climb to mid point: 1475
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

Passing through the Mendip Hills before heading into the Port of Bristol and onwards crossing the River Severn and entering Wales passing through the former steel town of Newport you will arrive in the Welsh capital of Cardiff.

Click here to view detailed route map
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Day 3: 29 June

Start: KPMG in Cardiff
End: Salisbury
Miles to end: 102
Climb to end: 4591
Overall difficulty: Advanced
Mid point drop off: Bath
Miles to mid point: 61
Climb to mid point: 1737
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

Retracing your journey into Wales and crossing the River Severn you will pass by the world famous City of Bath before heading into Salisbury with its fantastic cathedral.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 4: 30 June

Start: Salisbury
End: Billingshurst
Miles to end: 75
Climb to end: 4000
Overall difficulty: Intermediate
Mid point drop offs: KPMG in Southampton, Petersfield
Miles to mid point drop offs: 23, 50
Climb to mid point drop offs: 990, 2627
Difficulty to mid point drop off: Beginner, Intermediate

After leaving Salisbury your first stop is in the historic port city of Southampton, before crossing the amazing South Downs and passing through the market town of Petersfield before ending the day in Billingshurst.

Click here to view detailed route map

North Route
South Route
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**Day 5: 1 July**

Start
End
Miles to end
Climb to end
Overall difficulty
Mid point drop offs
Miles to mid point drop offs
Climb to mid point drop offs
Difficulty to mid point drop off

Billingshurst
KPMG in Reading
80
3910
Intermediate
KPMG in Gatwick, Farnham
17, 56
1017, 2853
Beginner, Intermediate

A short loop to Gatwick, before passing through Farnham and its Norman castle before heading to Reading.

Click here to view detailed route map
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Day 6: 2 July

Start: KPMG in Reading
End: Hertford
Miles to end: 63
Climb to end: 2551
Overall difficulty: Intermediate
Mid point drop off: KPMG in Watford
Miles to mid point: 41
Climb to mid point: 1587
Difficulty to mid point: Intermediate

After leaving Reading you will cross the Thames a number of times before skirting the Chiltern Hills and arriving in Watford, its then a journey to Hertford with its Norman castle and abbey.

Click here to view detailed route map
Day 7: 3 July

Start: Hertford
End: KPMG in Canary Wharf
Miles to end: 28
Climb to end: 1125
Overall difficulty: Beginner
Mid point drop off: No Convenient mid point drop off

The final day through North London and passing by the NSPCC offices before the grand finale in Canary Wharf.

Click here to view detailed route map

North Route
South Route